
The Effect of Kicking Technique on Swimming Efficiency

RESEARCH QUESTION

How does kicking technique effect average 
swimming speed?

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

METHODOLOGY INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS
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Kicking Technique vs Average Swimming Speed

2 beat kick 4 beat kick 6 beat kick Randomized kick

Out of the four kicking patterns I tested, I 
found that the 4-beat kick resulted in the 
highest average kicking speed. However, 
swimming aspects such as swimmers’ 
tiredness and consistency/inconsistency 
were neglected, which may have resulted in 
inaccurate/incomplete results.

Participants were asked to swim a 50-
meter freestyle using different kicking 
techniques in four different trials. Their 
swimming times for each trial were 
recorded and average times were 
compared.



Introduction

In this project, I am researching how leg kicking pattern affects swimming 

speed in freestyle. I researched several articles on the topic and found an article 

about the effect of the Six Beat Kick technique, which is a technique where 

swimmers kick six flutter kicks per arm cycle when swimming freestyle. This 

article piqued my interest about various kicking patterns, and if they affect 

freestyle swimming speed, so I decided to test it. In this experiment I tested how 

four different kicking techniques – the 2-beat kick, the 4-beat kick, the 6-beat kick, 

and randomized kick – affect freestyle swimming speed.



Question/Problem & Predictions

The purpose of this project was to determine if kicking 

technique has an effect on the average swimming speed.

Independent variable: kicking technique

Dependent variable: average swimming speed

Considering most swimmers are most 

comfortable swimming using a randomized 

kicking pattern, I predicted that the 

randomized kick would produce the fastest 

average swimming times.



Investigative Methods or Procedure

7 participants were 
asked to swim for 

my project.

• Participants were required to sign a consent 
form before swimming. Identities and personal 
information was not collected in the data.

Each participant swam a 
50-yard freestyle four 
times using a different 
kicking pattern each 

time.

• Swimmers used a 2-beat kick one time, 
4-beat kick another time, 6-beat ick 
another time, and a randomized kick 
another time. Each swimmer’s times 
were recorded for all four trials.

Times were recorded 
and entered into the 

data charts.

• Each swimmer’s individual times were 
recorded. The average swimming time 
for each trial was calculated and 
compared to find which kicking 
technique resulted in the fastest 
average times.



Results & Data Visualization

As swimmers used the 

4-beat kick pattern, 

average swimming 

time decreased
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Kicking Pattern

Kicking Technique vs Average Swimming Speed

In general, as the 
number of kicks per 

stroke cycle increased, 
swimming time 

decreased. 



Discussion & Interpretation 

My prediction that the randomized kicking 

pattern was proved incorrect. The data shows 

that out of the four kicking patterns I tested, 

the 4-beat kick resulted in the highest average 

kicking speed. However, several people 

individually had faster times while using the 

randomized kicking pattern. This might be 

because although most swimmers are familiar 

with the randomized kick, the 4-beat kick 

provided a repetitive and quick kicking pace 

that did not resulted in a steadier swimming 

pace than the randomized kick. 



DATA ANALYSIS / ERRORS

After completing my project, I have realized various aspects that I neglected to include in 

my data that may have influenced the results I found. One of these aspects is each 

swimmer’s swimming consistency. Although I asked the participants to maintain the same 

stroke pace throughout the four 50s they swam, it is impossible to be certain that stroke 

pace remained consistent. Another aspect I neglected to include is the participants’ 

tiredness. I allowed each swimmer ample time to rest and recuperate after each 50, and 

they only continued to swim when they felt ready to, but it is likely that their energy 

decreased throughout the experiment, which may have also affected the results.
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